St Ippolyts CE (Aided) Primary School

CURRICULUM INFORMATION Summer 2018
Class 4
Miss L. Gale

A copy of this curriculum overview and the current homework plan is available
on the school website www.stipps.herts.sch.uk (under the ‘For parents’ tab)

ENGLISH





Using the book ‘Escape from Pompeii’, we will be writing stories from
different points of view.
We will be looking in more detail about discussions and debating to share
our viewpoints whilst accepting others.



We are learning about the
classification and identification of
objects and living things. We will
conduct a local habitat study and
learn how environment changes
affect habitats
We will also be learning about the
digestive system of humans and
teeth!

ART / DESIGN


This term we are doing artist study
on Pablo Picasso. We will be
learning about him as an artist and
looking at his famous pieces of art.
We will learn some new and varied
techniques to try and recreate his
most famous pieces.

Additional information










We will be looking at free verse poetry, rap and studying famous poets.
We will also be learning about and writing non-fiction explanation texts.

SCIENCE


MATHS



We will be working on place value and using these skills for sequencing and
calculations.
We will also be looking at shapes again but this time looking at angles!
We will be learning about data and measure by reading, plotting and labelling
graphs.
We will look at multiplication and division using our times table skills and up to 3
digit numbers.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

COMPUTING







For the first half term we will be
discussing, debating and understanding
the question ‘How is life like a journey?,
How do people mark significant
events?’
In the second half term we will be
learning Hinduism and discussing the
question ‘Why do Hindus want to be
good?’ and we will be learning about
the River Ganges

PHYSICAL EDUCATION




We will be developing our skill and
agility this term through tennis,
understanding how scoring works
and completing rallies and
tournaments.
We will also be looking at athletics
including jumping, learning and
testing different jumps and
understanding the effectiveness of
different techniques.

We will be learning about authoring
and using different computer
software for the purpose of
presentation. We will create our
own presentations using PowerPoint
and use the skills we have learnt
such as: font sizes, backgrounds and
borders, changing photos and
hyperlinks

MUSIC


We are still reading in Class 4, please ensure you read every day and record it in your HomeSchool Contact Book - these will be checked on Mondays.
Homework will be set on a Tuesday and due the following Monday.
Spellings will also be set on a Tuesday and tested on the following Monday morning.
PE kits need to be in school at all times as we will have PE twice a week this term.
Please label all snack boxes and water bottles, we often have lots left over.

Linking to our History this term, we
are following the story ‘Heroes of
Troy’ through music this term. We
will be listening and appreciating
different music styles this term with
lots of singing and rapping!

HUMANITIES (History/Geography)
History


This term we will be taking on the
greatest battle of Class 4 - Ancient
Greece VS Ancient Rome! Who had
the biggest impact? Who had better
transport? Who had the best food?

Geography


We will be learning about map and
fieldwork of our school and local
area.

PSHE&C (Personal, social, health
education, and citizenship)


We will be thinking about goals and
aspirations this term. Setting goals,
being persistent and achieving goals.
We will also be learning more about
our British Values such as tolerance
and mutual respect.

Key dates
23rd April - Clubs start
27th April - Rescheduled PTA Disco
7th May - Bank Holiday (School closed)
11th May - Non uniform day for Fair in the Square
12th May - Hitchin schools Fair in the Square
15th May - Class 4 trip (To be revealed!)
23rd May - Sports day
24th May - Sports day reserve
25th May - Finish for Half Term.

